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The objective of this study was to investigate how consumer behavior is influenced by exposure to contextually similar

advertisements. This study represents an extension of the previous literature on interference through an investigation of audio-visual,

as opposed to print, advertisements; an examination of interference as it plays out in a natural as opposed to lab setting; and an

exploration of how interference may impact purchase intention.  A field experiment on theatrical (trailer) advertising was conducted in

a local multiplex to measure recall levels, type of recall (i.e. what specific elements were recalled), and purchase intention. This was

followed by replication in a laboratory setting. Results of both experiments show that interference can lead to incorrect interpretations

of advertising messages, skewing perception and influencing the purchase decision process.
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The Bleeding Effect:  
How Interference in Advertising Messaging Influences Perceptions and Impacts Behavior

Bryan Greenberg, Elizabethtown College, USA
David Ruggeri, St. Louis University, USA

The question of how advertising effectiveness is influenced by competitive messages, both for similar products as well as for those 
falling into a different product class, has been an important area of inquiry for researchers. Two areas that researchers have focused on 
are the impact of messages pertaining to similar types of products and the impact of messages containing similar creative elements. The 
former, generally referred to as competitive interference, refers to the way that competitive brands, i.e. those brands that represent similar 
or substitutable products, can interfere with recall measures. Various studies (Burke and Srull, 1988; Keller, 1991) have found that brand 
recall is significantly lower when an ad for a similar product is present. The second area of research, known as contextual interference, is 
focused more on the creative decisions that go into the development of an advertisement, such as the use of similar pictures or imagery. 
Results have shown that contextual interference can diminish recall when multiple products, regardless of their product class, rely on 
similar executions (Kumar and Krishnan, 2004; Kumar, 2000).

While general brand name and messaging recall has been shown to decrease or become muddled in the face of interference, research 
into how this may influence consumer perception or interpretation is scarcer. Is interference just problematic for processing and retrieval 
tasks, or does it alter how consumers view and interpret a product? Some of the research into interference begins to address these questions, 
including that into contextual interference, which has shown that similarity in executional elements can confuse consumers, leading 
them to mistake one brand for another when cued with the advertising executional elements both brands shared (Kumar and Krishnan, 
2004). Jewell and Unnava (2003) also offered some insight into this issue when they studied the potential positive impact of competitive 
interference. They found that such interference could be beneficial to established brands attempting to promote a new product attribute. 

The primary goal of this research is to further examine how interference influences how and what consumers interpret when faced 
with such interference effects. This study includes an examination of what specific information consumers recall, and whether that 
information matches the brand’s messaging, the competitive messaging, or is unrelated to both. It also measures consumer intent to 
purchase, seeking to connect interpretation of messaging to purchasing behavior. In addition, qualitative analysis is also utilized to better 
understand the link between messaging, processing, interpretation, and behavior. 

A secondary goal of this research is to apply what has traditionally been a lab-based approach to studying interference effects to a 
more natural setting. This project therefore included a field experiment followed by replication in a laboratory setting to compare effects. 

To accomplish the above goals, a field experiment was first conducted over the course of one week (Friday through Thursday) at 
a large multiplex movie theater. Theater management agreed to allow the manipulation of pre-show elements for two prints, both of 
the same film playing on two of the theater’s screens. The messaging tested consisted of movie trailers, what we define as extended 
commercials. To control for outside variables, each print consisted of only two movie trailers and the film. No additional advertising, theater 
promotional messaging, or other entertainment content was present. There were three conditions–interference-ad-present, interference-
ad-absent, control–with each rotated across screens and dayparts to account for potential bias. The trailer for Flightplan served as the 
target advertisement. The trailer for Red Eye version A served as the interference-inducing advertisement (Red Eye A contained similar 
imagery, with both it and Flightplan featuring scenes taking place on a plane). Red Eye version B was used in the interference-ad-absent 
condition (this version did not feature any scenes on a plane). A trailer for a romantic comedy, unrelated thematically and executionally 
to Flightplan, was used in the control group. 

To test the results from study 1 in a controlled environment, a second study was designed to replicate the first in a laboratory setting. 
Students, staff, and local residents were invited to attend a free film screening. There were three showings of the film, each representing 
one of the three conditions found in the first study. 

Subjects in both groups were told that a study on the moviegoing experience was being conducted and were asked to complete 
two surveys. The first was completed prior to entering the theater/screening room, while the second was completed at the completion of 
the film. Upon completion of survey one, respondents were provided a raffle ticket for free movie tickets and told it would be collected 
upon completion of survey two. The code on this ticket was used to match both surveys.

The primary measures to understand interference and consumer interpretation in the face of interference were a variety of unaided 
and aided recall measures. These included three specially-designed thematic recall scores: Correct recall, confused recall, and incorrect 
recall. For these respondents were asked to list as many themes/elements they could recall from each trailer. These responses were 
categorized as correct (matched one of a pre-determined set of elements for that trailer), confused (matched a pre-determined set of 
elements for the alternative trailer the subject viewed), or incorrect (matched neither set of elements). Likelihood to purchase scores, as 
well as open-ended questions designed to elicit additional details as to why that was the case, were utilized to offer additional insight 
into the behavioral impact of interference effects. 
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Results showed a statistically significant difference across all thematic recall measures for those subjects exposed to the trailers 
featuring similar executions. Those in the interference-ad-absent and control conditions were not significantly different. In addition, 
those in the interference-ad-present condition were much more likely to interpret the Flightplan trailer in a way that did not match its 
execution or its actual theme. For example, many subjects thought the film included a plane crash when, in fact, it did not (nor did either 
of the two trailers they saw). Thus consumers were creating alternative interpretations that matched neither the target advertisement 
nor the test advertisement. Other results include lower unaided recall (of the trailers viewed) and decreased intention to purchase (to 
see the film advertised).
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Is a Diamond Really Forever?  
Effects of Lay Theories of Love on Responses to Romance Appeals in Advertising

Li Huang, HKUST, Hong Kong
Anirban Mukhopadhyay, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, China

Extended Abstract
The theme of romantic love is commonly used in advertising as marketing practitioners strive to generate favorable attitudes towards 

advertised products (Galician and Merskin 2007; Huang 2004). It is therefore interesting to observe that consumer researchers have paid 
scarce attention to this theme (choosing instead to focus their efforts on the study of a possibly related area, namely, sex in advertising, 
cf. Dahl, Sengupta, and Vohs 2009). The aim of this research is to address this gap in the literature, by exploring consumers’ responses 
to romance appeals in advertising and how these may depend on their lay theories.

Lay theories, the basic and often naïve assumptions that people hold about their world, guide many aspects of social behavior 
(Dweck 1999; Wyer 2004). Consumer researchers have recently begun to uncover some of these diverse effects of lay theories on various 
aspects of consumer judgment and decision making (e.g., Mukhopadhyay and Yeung 2010; Mukhopadhyay and Johar 2005; Raghunathan, 
Naylor, and Hoyer 2006; Wang, Keh, and Bolton 2010). Particularly relevant to this research, Hung and Wyer (2008) demonstrated that 
consumer’s responses to advertising may be influenced by their lay theories. Along similar lines, we seek to understand how lay theories 
that are specific to love might influence consumers’ responses to romantic appeals in advertising.

Various literatures have proposed different beliefs regarding love (Lindholm 1998). Some ideally believe that love is forever and 
eternal; in contrast, some strongly believe that love is transitory and destined to change (Peck 1978). This distinction corresponds to 
Labroo and Mukhopadhyay’s (2009) study of lay theories of emotions, according to which people’s beliefs about the transience of 
emotions range along a continuum from “lasting” to “fleeting”. Correspondingly, we too suggest that lay theories of love may vary–from 
lasting to fleeting. 

What effect might these lay theories have on the appraisals of romantic messages in advertising? Wheeler, Petty and Bizer (2005) 
demonstrate that self-schemata matching, or presenting individuals with a message that appeals or conforms to some aspect of their self-
conception, enhances favorable reactions to that message. Romantic love often entails feelings of attachment and wishes of long-lasting 
relationships (Hazan and Shaver 1987), which is more consistent with the belief of lasting-theorists. Therefore, our first prediction is 
that lasting-theorists will have more favorable attitudes towards romance appeals than will fleeting-theorists.

What if the relationship is threatened? Optimism may lead to a false sense of security (Weinstein 1980), and hence lasting-theorists 
who optimistically believe love is eternal may perceive their relationships to be more secure than they really are. This would make them 
less inclined to take actions to maintain their relationships. Knee (1998) found that people who held a “destiny” theory of relationship 
(potential partners are meant for each other) were more likely to engage in avoidance coping in response to a stressful relationship event 
as compared to “growth” theorists (relationship is cultivated and developed over time). In our context, this would imply that lasting-
theorists would have an avoidant reaction to relationship threats, and therefore the presence of a relationship threat would make them 
less likely to buy products advertised using romantic appeals. In contrast, since fleeting-theorists do not hold such over-optimistic beliefs 
about perennial love, the presence of threat should not affect their responses to romantic appeals.

Till date, we have tested our hypotheses in two completed experiments. In Study 1a (N=144), participants viewed a target ad for 
chocolates, featuring a romantic appeal, and a filler ad for mobile phones, and reported their attitudes towards both ads (α=.95). They 
then responded to some demographic measures, following which we assessed lay theories of love based on six items including statements 
such as “Love is forever” and “love is transitory”(α=.87). Lower (higher) scores on this scale represent a greater fleeting (lasting) 
orientation. Regression analyses showed that lay theories of love significantly predicted attitudes towards the romance appeal ad, such 
that lasting-theorists had more positive attitudes than fleeting-theorists (β=.40, t(143)=5.18, p<.001). An analysis using median splits 


